
THS Geography Department; KS3 Translating the Subject
What will you see in a KS4 Geography lesson?

Geography lessons will enable all learners to develop their understanding of a variety of topics in
Human and Physical Geography as well as developing key skills to enable them to meet all
Assessment Objectives( AO1- Knowledge, AO2- Understanding, AO3- Application and AO4-
Communication). In Geography we Break down the subject content into manageable ‘bites’ and
pause often to check understanding. In a carefully planned series of lessons students develop
their knowledge slowly and meaningfully until they are eventually able to start making
connections for themselves. If new information is interpreted through existing knowledge
structures (schemata) then it will be incorporated into a better understanding of a topic; if no
connection is made it will be lost

Lessons will be structured to support a variety of teaching strategies and offer students a range of
tasks to help them meet their objectives and progress in Geography. Students will be challenged
and encouraged to become independent in their learning over time. Lessons will incorporate
teaching strategies focussing on retrieval practise and a level of competitiveness is encouraged.
Rosenshines principles will be embedded within subjects to enable a greater depth of
understanding beyond the curriculum content.

Students will be clear on the learning journey and will follow the natural progression of lesson.
There will be clear uses of open and closed questions to monitor progression and plenty of
opportunities for students to develop new concepts.

What will you see in KS3 Geography pupils’ books? 

Pupils in KS3 are encouraged to take pride and accountability for their classwork. They are 
provided with an exercise book at the start of the year which includes an overview of the year 
ahead with a PLC (Personal Learning Checklist) for each topic. Pupils are encouraged to reflect 
on their own learning, understanding and progress and use trackers to identify any gaps in 
knowledge, or help they need from staff.  The pupils are able to RAG rate their understanding of 
different sub categories of each topic.

The lessons are numbered, and follow the scheme of work, provided pupils with all the relevant 
information from the topic areas. In lessons pupils will be provided with key terms, concepts, 
data, interpretations and wider reading. Tasks are explained, modelled and scaffolded 
depending on the needs of the pupils. All pupils are encouraged work independently, 
participate in group discussion and share their ideas freely in class. 

There will be evidence of Teacher, Peer and Self assessment in each topic covered and students 
will have the time to reflect on feedback. In Geography all books will follow the green slip 
feedback structure. All responses to any feedback will be signed off by the class teacher. 
Assessments that have been taken are stored in PALs in separate folders. Homework's will be 
evidenced throughout as well as scores recorded from online homework Retrieval Practice 
quizes

What formative assessment will you see in KS4 Geography?

Each Geography lesson offers an opportunity for pupils to gain a deeper insight into the world 
that we live in and. Within lessons, this then provides a range of formative assessment 
opportunities; quizzes to check recall, questioning throughout the lesson using random selection, 
pose, pounce and bounce allowing for open conversations, deeper intellectual thought and 
promoting peer discussion. 

Pupil complete 2 formal mock exams in Geography, as well as in class exam questions to test 
their knowledge and practice exam technique. The use of mini whiteboards allows low stake 
knowledge checking, often utilised through multiple-choice questions or games. Retrieval 
practice is embedded throughout the curriculum delivery to ensure pupils have opportunity to 
fully secure their knowledge and explore links all topic areas.

What is the department currently reading and discussing, and why?

What are we currently reading?

• Geography Review, Geographical association , National Geographic, Rosenshines 17 
Principles of Learning, Walkthrus, The metacognition handbook.

• Podcasts- Geography fun facts

• Why? Podcasts and Geography magazines/ books are a great way of introducing pupils to a 
more academic style of reading/ writing, as well as encouraging them to look beyond the 
basic course content to develop their sense of the world we live in and the challenges we 
face. It enables students to develop a greater awareness or Geographical issues outside of 
the course textbooks and keep up to date with relative, modern and up to date 
Geographical topics.



THS Geography Department; KS4 Translating the Subject
What will you see in a KS4 Geography lesson?

Geography lessons will enable all learners to develop their understanding of a variety of
topics in Human and Physical Geography as well as developing key skills to enable them to
meet all Assessment Objectives( AO1- Knowledge, AO2- Understanding, AO3- Application
and AO4- Communication)In Geography we Break down the subject content into
manageable ‘bites’ and pause often to check understanding. In a carefully planned series
of lessons students develop their knowledge slowly and meaningfully until they are
eventually able to start making connections for themselves. If new information is interpreted
through existing knowledge structures (schemata) then it will be incorporated into a better
understanding of a topic; if no connection is made it will be lost. Lessons will be structured to
support a variety of teaching strategies and offer students a range of tasks to help them
meet their objectives and progress in Geography. Students will be challenged and
encouraged to become independent in their learning over time. Lessons will incorporate
teaching strategies focussing on retrieval practise and a level of competitiveness is
encouraged. Rosenshines principles will be embedded within subjects to enable a greater
depth of understanding beyond the curriculum content. Students will be clear on the
learning journey and will follow the natural progression of lesson. There will be clear uses of
open and closed questions to monitor progression and plenty of opportunities for students to
develop new concepts.

What will you see in KS4 Geography pupils’ books?

Pupils in KS4 are encouraged to take pride and accountability for their classwork. They are 
provided with an exercise book at the start of the year which includes an overview of the 
year ahead with a PLC (Personal Learning Checklist) for each topic. Pupils are encouraged 
to reflect on their own learning, understanding and progress and use tracker to identify any 
gaps in knowledge, or help they need from staff.  The pupils are able to RAG rate their 
understanding of different sub categories of each topic.

The lessons are numbered, and follow the scheme of work, provided pupils with all the 
relevant information from the topic areas. In lessons pupils will be provided with key terms, 
concepts, data, interpretations and wider reading. Tasks are explained, modelled and 
scaffolded depending on the needs of the pupils. All pupils are encouraged work 
independently, participate in group discussion and share their ideas freely in class. 

What formative assessment will you see in KS4 Geography?

Each Geography lesson offers an opportunity for pupils to gain a deeper insight into the world 
that we live in and. Within lessons, this then provides a range of formative assessment 
opportunities; quizzes to check recall, questioning throughout the lesson using random selection, 
pose, pounce and bounce allowing for open conversations, deeper intellectual thought and 
promoting peer discussion. 

Pupil complete 2 formal mock exams in Geography, as well as in class exam questions to test 
their knowledge and practice exam technique. The use of mini whiteboards allows low stake 
knowledge checking, often utilised through multiple-choice questions or games. Retrieval 
practice is embedded throughout the curriculum delivery to ensure pupils have opportunity to 
fully secure their knowledge and explore links all topic areas.

What is the department currently reading and discussing, and why?

What are we currently reading?

• Geography Review, Geographical association , National Geographic, Prisoners of 
Geography, Rosenshoines 17 Principles of Learning, Walkthrus, The metacognition handbook, 
BBC news.

• Podcasts- Geography Ninja, AQA Geography Podcast

Why? Podcasts and Geography magazines/ books are a great way of introducing pupils to a 
more academic style of reading/ writing, as well as encouraging them to look beyond the basic 
course content to develop their sense of the world we live in and the challenges we face. It 
enables students to develop a greater awareness or Geographical issues outside of the course 
textbooks and keep up to date with relative, modern and up to date Geographical topics.



THS Geography Department; KS5 Translating the Subject
What will you see in a KS5 Geography lesson?

Geography lessons will enable all learners to develop their understanding of a variety of topics in
Human and Physical Geography as well as developing key skills to enable them to meet all
Assessment Objectives( AO1- Knowledge, AO2- Understanding, AO3- Application and AO4-
Communication)

In Geography we Break down the subject content into manageable ‘bites’ and pause often to
check understanding. In a carefully planned series of lessons students develop their knowledge
slowly and meaningfully until they are eventually able to start making connections for
themselves. If new information is interpreted through existing knowledge structures (schemata)
then it will be incorporated into a better understanding of a topic; if no connection is made it will
be lost

Lessons will enable learners to be more independent and start to develop hinterland within the
subject with various articles, poems, podcasts and videos. There is a greater emphasis on being
independent and organised. Further to this we will see a lot more group work and student led
discussion.

Lessons will evidence a greater degree of conversation at KS5 encouraging debate and
challenging theories. Students will develop these skills in their NEA (Non Examined Assessment)
lessons where they will be required to develop an enquiry independently.

What will you see in KS5 Geography pupils’ books?

Pupils in KS5 are encouraged to take pride and accountability for their own notes. They are 
provided with an exercise book at the start of the year which includes a specification, AOs and 
progress checkers. They are provided with the A-level specification which is to be referred to 
throughout the year as well as PLC’s for each topic. The pupils books also includes their target 
grades on the front, provided in their first Geography lesson. Pupils are encouraged to build on 
their notes in their free time from wider reading and additional resources provided. 

Pupils are also provided with an assessment book, which is used regularly to practice exam 
technique. In these books you will see a range of questions, all assessment objectives with 
teacher, self and peer assessed work. 

What formative assessment will you see in KS5 Geography?

Each Geography lesson offers an opportunity for pupils to gain a deeper insight into the changing world. 
Within lessons, this then provides a range of formative assessment opportunities; quizzes to check recall, 
questioning throughout the lesson using random selection, pose, pounce and bounce allowing for open 
conversations, deeper intellectual thought and promoting peer discussion. 

Pupil complete 2 mock exams in KS5 Geography, as well as in class exam questions, utilisation of model 
answers, examiner reports and feedback to test their knowledge and practice exam technique. The use 
of mini whiteboards allows low stake knowledge checking, often utilised through multiple-choice questions 
or games. Retrieval practice is embedded throughout the curriculum delivery to ensure pupils have 
opportunity to fully secure their knowledge and explore links all topic areas.

What is the department currently reading and discussing, and why?

What are we currently reading?

• .Geography review, Geography teaching, Geographical Association Journals (Geography), 
Rosenshines 17 Principles of Learning, Walkthrus, The metacognition handbook

Podcasts- Geog on, Think Geography, Geography of current Global events- Stanford university, 
Byte sized Human Geography Podcast

Why? 

Podcasts and History magazines/ books are a great way of introducing pupils to a more 
academic style of reading/ writing, as well as encouraging them to look beyond the basic 
course content to develop their sense of the time periods being studied. 
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